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Abstract, The following question is shown to be tractable: given a finite monadic Church-Rosser 
Thue system T and a finite set A, is the submonoid generated by A (of the monoid presented 
by T) a group? 
Introduction 
It is well known that there is no algorithm which on input a finite set of generators 
and relators will determine whether the monoid so presented is a group. There ae 
cases where this question is decidable (see [I]). In this paper a Thue system is 
considered as a presentation of a monoid. 
It is shown that the question of whether a finite monadic Thue system T that is 
Church-Rosser presents a g.:oup is not only decidable but is tractable. Further, it 
is shown that there is a polynomial-time algorithm that on input a finite monaciic 
Church-Rosser Thue system T and a finite set A will determine whether the 
submonoid generated by A is a subgroup of the monoid presented by T. (See [8] 
for a discussion of the role of tractable problems and polynomial-time algorithms.) 
The Church-Rosser property is a powerful tool in the study of term-rewriting 
systems and tree-manipulating systems [lo, IS]. Nivat and his co-u=orkers studied 
the Church-Rosser property when they investigated Thue congruences that specify 
formal languages [6,7,13]; see [2] for a survey. Recent studies [Z-5,14) of the 
Church-Rosser property for Thue systems have shed light on the computational 
complexity of various questions by showing that a number of these questions are 
tractable. The results in this paper are established by using known properties of 
context-free grammars as well as properties of Church-Rosser systems. 
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. MCSSO- 
11979. 
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1. Thae systems 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of formal language 
theory as in [9]. 
If G is a set of symbols 
identity e generated by 2. 
wi:lfl=O, [ai= 1 for a E2?! 
The cardinalit yoff a set S 
For a tfinite set A of strings, let 
(i.e., an alphabet), then C* is the free monoid with 
If w is a string, then the length of w is denoted by 
andIlual=Iwj+lfor WEX*,C~EZ 
is denoted by # (S). 
IAl= c Iw(. 
WEA 
A ‘172ue system T on an alphabet C is a subset of C* x 2’“; each pair in T is a rule. 
The Thue congruence generated by T is the reflexive transitive closure &- of the 
relation -r defined as follows: for any u, u such that (u, U) E T or (u, U) E T*and 
any x, y E Z*, ~uy*~xvy. Two strings u*, z are congruent (mod T) if w WTf 
and the congruentx class of z (mod T) is [zlT = (w 1 w ATz). (Whenever possible 
the subscript T wilf be omitted.) 
If T is a Thue system on alphabet 2, then the congruence classes of T form a 
monoid 9’r under the multiplication [x]o[y] = [xy] and with identity [e]. This is 
the monoid presented by T. 
If T is a Thue system, write x + y provided x * y and IX I> 1~~1~ and write if: for 
the reflexive transitive closure of the relation + . The relation + is called reduction. 
Without loss of generality, assume that for any Thue system T, (u, v) E T implies 
It;] a Iv]. 
A Thue system T is nzonatiiic if (u, v) E T implies ju I> 1~1 and 12 lu I, and is special 
if (u, v) E T implies Iv I= 0. 
Monadic Thue systems are studied in [4,14]. 
2. Church-Rosser systems 
A Thue system T is Church-Rosser if for all X, y, JC A y implies that for some 
Z,X& andy&. 
Church-.Rosser systems are very well-behaved. 
(a) If a finite Thue system T is Church-Rosser, thezr there is a linear-time 
algorithsm for the word problem for T, i.e., for the question, “Given x and y, are 
x and y congruent (mod T)?” [3]. 
(b) If a finite monadic Thue system T is Church-Rosser, then for every regular 
set R,U{[x]jxER} is a deterministic ontext-free language [3]. 
(c) There is a polynomial-iime algorithm to determine whether a finite Thue 
system is Church-Kosser [S]. 
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(d) The results of (a)-(c) are also true when the Thue systems are infinite but 
regular [ 143. 
(e) If a Thue system T is Church-Rosser, then every congruence class ‘k.~ a 
unique irreducible element, i.e., for every x there is a unique z E [x] such that for 
no y is it the case that t + y. 
3. Thue systems and context-free congruence classes 
Let T be a Thue system on alphabet C. For any A c X*, the smallest submonoid 
of & containing {[x] IX E A} is den-ted by S(A). Notice that the elements of S(A) 
have the form [e] or [xl . . . x,] where n a 1 and for i = 1, . . . , n, xi E A, i.e., the slst 
of elements of S(A) is {[x] 1 x E A*}. 
Let V and C be disjoint finite alphabets and let S E V. Let P z V x (V u 2)* Se 
finite. Let := c V* x V* be the relation defined as follows: if (Z, y) E P, then for 
all u, u E V*, UZV := 
* 
uyv. The reflexive transitive closure of := & denoted by :=. 
The structure G = (V, C, P, S) is a context-free grammar and the language generated 
by G is L(G)={wEZ”IS g w}. A set L is a context-free language if and only if 
there is a context-free grammar such that L(G) = L. The size of a context-free 
grammar G = ( V, 22, P, S) is 
El= *(V)+ +W)+ C <IZl+lvl)n 
(Z.YkP 
Now the first result can be established. 
Theorem 3.1, There is a polynomial-time decision procedure for the following prob- 
lem : Let T be a Thue system on a finite alphabet C; given a context-free grammar 
G such thatL(G) = [ e T and a finite set A c Z”, is the submonoid S(A) of the monoid ] 
9~ a group? 
Proof. Since S(A) is the smallest submonoid of & containing A, S(A) is a group 
if and only if for every x E A, [x] has an inverse in S(A). 
For any x E A, [x] has an inverse in S(A) if and only if there exist y, z E A’“’ such 
that yx G e G xz (in which case, [y] = [z] = [xl-‘> if and only if [e]n ({x)-A *) f 0 
and [e] n (A*(x)) # 0. 
This suggests the following procedure: Givcen G and A, 
(i) for each x EA, let GX be a modification of G such that k( GX) = 
L(G) n (A*(x)) and let XG be a modification of G such that L(,G) = L(G) n ({x).4*); 
(ii) for each x E A, determine whether L(,G) = 0 and whether L(G,) = 0; 
(iii) if there exists x E A such that L(,G) = fl or L(G,) = 0, then output “‘no”; 
otherwise, output “yes”. 
For any context-free grammar G with terminal alphabet C, any finite A (= X*, 
and any x E A, the language L(G) n ({x}A *) is context-free and the standard 
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cross-product construction based on G, X, and A yie!ds a grammar .G such that 
L&G) = L(G)n ({x),4*) and the size of XG is at -worst O(.lGl . 1x1 l IAl*) s 
Aj3). Also, ,,G can be constructed from G in time at most O(lGl l IAl’). 
The question “is L&G) = 0? ” can be decided in time polynomial in lxGl (recall that 
!ke emptiness probkm for context-free grammars is P-complete [3.2]). If G is such 
that L(G) = [e], the:n the question “is [e] n ({x}A*) empty?” can be answered in 
time polynomial in IGl and IAl as long as x is in A ; similarly, the question “is 
[ef rt (A*{,)) empty’?” can be so answered. Since A is finite, this shows that the 
steps @-(iii) can be carried out in time polynomial in IGl and IA I. 
Mary 3.2. There is a polynomial-time decision procedure for the following prob - 
Let T be a Thue system on a finite alphabet L;‘; given a context-free grammar 
such thar L(G) = [e]r, is the monoid 9~ a group? 
Jantzen [I l] has studied the Thue system T = {(abbaab, e)} which has the property 
that 9~ is a group but no congruence class of T is a context-free language. 
4. Church-Msser systems that present groups 
If a Thue system T is Church-Rosser and 3’~ is a group, then T must contain 
certain rules. 
Theorem 4.1. Let T be a ?%ue system on the alphabet C. Suppose that T is Church- 
Rosser and that 97 is a group. Then for each a E C there exist u, v, y, z E C* such 
that (ay, L;)E T, (za, V)E T, Iyl+, and Izl+l. 
Proof. %f 9$ is a group, then for each a E 2, [a] has an inverse [a]-’ in 9~. Thus, 
if x & [c]~-I, then ax ;T* et If T is Church-Rosser, then ax s e since e is irreducible. 
Now ax :+ e so that if ax 5 e, then any sequence of reductions from ax to e has 
length at most lax I. At least one of those reductions is of the form ayw + uw where 
(ay, u) E T and I y J 2 lu ). Thus, there exist u and y as desired. The existence of v 
and z follows in the same way from the fact thalt na 2 e. 
For special Thue systems we note another fact. 
bsewation 4.2. Let T be a special Thue system on the alphabet C. If for eoery 
a E C there exist y, z E C” such that (ay, e) E T and (za, e) E T, then the monoid 9~ 
is a group. 
.3. Let T be a special Thue system on the alphabet C. Suppose that T is 
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Church-Rosser. Then Z& is a group if and only if for each a E C there exist y, z E C* 
such that (ay, e) E T and (za, e) E T. 
The special Thue system T = {(abbaab, e)} studied by Jantzen [ 111 is not Church- 
Rosser. The letter a begins but does not end abbaab while the opposite holds for 
b. However, 9’T is a group. 
5. Monadic Church-Rosser systems 
Now the main result can be established. 
Theorem 5.1, There is a polynomial-time decision procedure for the following prob- 
lem : Let T be a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system on the alphabet 2; given 
a finite set A c X”, is the submonoid S(A) of the monoid Y’T a group? 
Proof. Let T be a finite monadic Church-Rosser Thue system, The congruence 
class of e (mod T) is a context-free language I&7,13], in fact a deterministic 
context-free language [3]. Thus the result will follow from Theorem 3.1 if it is 
shown that from T one can construct in polynomial time a context-free grammar 
G such that L(G) = [e]. 
Let A be a set in one-to-one correspondence with C but disjoint from Z,, say 
A={Ai)i=l,..., t} and X={ai)i=l,..., t}. Le+ S be a new symbol, 522 uA, 
and let V = A u {S}. Let P be the set of context-free productions obtained from T 
as follows: 
(i) (S, e) is in P; 
(ii) for each i = 1, . . . , t, (Ai, ai) is in P; 
(iii) foreachi=l,..., t, if (ai, e) E P, then (S, ai) and (S, SAiS) are in P; 
(iv) foreachi=l,...,t,if (bl...b,ai)isin Twherer>l andb1,...,6,&, 
then (Ai, SB#B&‘. . . SB,S) is in P; 
(v) if (bl...b,e) is in T where r>l and bl,...,b,EZ, then 
(S, SB#B#. . . S&S) is in P. 
If G = (V, 2, P, S), then clearly G is a context-free grammar and L(G) = 
{w E C* 1 w &) e}. Since T is Church-Rosser, w G e if and only if w z e, SO that 
L(G) = [e]T. 
In the construction of G, steps (iv) and (v) generate one production in P for each 
corresponding rule in T and the right-hand side of that production has length tha: 
is one more than twice the length of the left-hand side of the rule. Steps (i) ano 
(ii) generate one production in P for each symbol in C u {e). Step (iii) generates 
two producti,ons in P for each appropriate rule in T. It is clear that ICI e O%l TI’> 
and the construction of G from T can be carried out in time at most O(]TI”). 
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cosaliauy 5.2. belie is a ~olynomia~gtime d@cis~on procedure for the following prob- 
km : Let Tbe a ~~~it~ mo~~adic C~l~r~~-Ro~~er Thue system ; is the monoid Z&a group? 
Thecxem 5. I and Corollary 5.2 can be extended in two ways. 
First, consider a finite alphabet A and for each a E X u {e}, a regular set @a such 
that x E implies 1x1> I. The set of rules (x, G), a E C v {e} and x E 9,, is a regular 
Monadic Thue system. b’Dtinlaing [ 141 has shown that in an infinite regular monadic 
Thue system that is Church-Rosser, every congruence class is a context-free 
language, and 6DQnlaing’s proof suggests that the construction of a context-free 
grammar for a congruence class can be accomplished in polynomial space. Thus9 
given such a syf:;lem one can decide if a finite set generates a subgroup but this 
procedure is not guaranteed to operate in polynomial time, 
Let T be a TIrue system and let F = {x 1 for scene y, Ix!> Iyi and (x, y) E T} and 
UC = {y (for SOMe X, 1x1) Iyl and (x, y ) E T}. ‘I’he Thue system T is basic if for all 
x E F and y E S the following conditions hold: 
(i) ifx=uuandy=uw,thenu=eorw=e; 
(ii) if x = 2:~ and y = wv, then v=e or w =e; 
(iii) if y = IBXIV, then u = w = e. 
Bcrstei [2] notes that a theorem of Nivalt [13] can be used to show that if a finite 
Thue system is basic and Church-Rosser, then every congruence class is a context- 
free language, Thus, given a finite Thue system T that is basic and Church-Rosser 
and a finite set A, one can determine whether S(A) is a group. It is not known if 
this can be done in polynomial time. 
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